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tion and openness. It is the age-old struggle
between fear and hope.

This is the conflict that grips the Middle East
today. On one side stand the forces of terror
and extremism, who cloak themselves in the
rhetoric of religion and nationalism but behave
in ways that contradict the very teachings of
their faith and mock their patriotism. These
forces of reaction feed on disillusionment, on
poverty, on despair. They stoke the fires of vio-
lence. They seek to destroy the progress of this
peace. To them, I say: You cannot succeed. You
will not succeed. You must not succeed, for
you are the past, not the future.

The people of Jordan and all those throughout
the Arab world who are working for peace are
choosing progress over decline; choosing reason,
not ruin; choosing to build up, not tear down;
choosing tomorrow, not yesterday. The people
of Jordan on this day, through King Hussein,
have pledged themselves to a treaty based on
a fundamental law of humanity, that what we

have in common is more important than our
differences.

This was the message of Moses’ farewell ad-
dress to the children of Israel as they gathered
to cross the River Jordan, when he said, ‘‘I
have set before you life and death, blessings
and curses. Choose life so that you and your
descendants may live.’’ And it is the message
the Prophet Mohammed brought to the peoples
of other faiths when he said, ‘‘There is no argu-
ment between us and you. God shall bring us
together, and unto him is the homecoming.’’

Today the people of Jordan and the people
of Israel have reached across the Jordan River.
They have chosen life. They have made a home-
coming. And tonight we say, thanks be to God,
Ilham du Illah.

NOTE: The President spoke at 9:32 p.m. in the
Chamber at the Parliament. In his remarks, he
referred to Ahmad Lowzi, President of the Senate,
and S’ad Ha’il Srour, Speaker of the Lower
House.

Exchange With Reporters Prior to Discussions With President
Hafiz al-Asad of Syria in Damascus
October 27, 1994

Q. Gentlemen, do you think you will be able
to agree on new steps toward peace today?
President Asad?

President Asad. We hope so. If we don’t have
this desire, we wouldn’t have any incentive for
such a meeting. And so the peace process needs
efforts, and it always has its own difficulties.
People think that with a magic word they might
be able to achieve peace, but this is not possible.

President Clinton. Thank you. We’re working
hard.

NOTE: The exchange began at approximately 9:15
a.m. at the Presidential Palace. A tape was not
available for verification of the content of this ex-
change.

The President’s News Conference With President Hafiz al-Asad of Syria
in Damascus
October 27, 1994

President Asad. President Clinton, ladies and
gentlemen, I am pleased to welcome President
Clinton in Damascus, the oldest continuously
inhabited city in the world, in the heart of a

region which witnessed the dawn of human civ-
ilizations and the cradle of divine religions. This
region, whose peoples have long suffered, espe-
cially throughout this century, from the horrors
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of wars, the bitterness of conflict and bloodshed,
hopes at last to enjoy peace and stability.

The visit of President Clinton at the head
of the high-level American delegation to our
country and the positive and fruitful talks we
had today constitute an important step towards
the realization of this noble objective to which
the people of the region and the world at large
aspire.

Our talks today have focused on the different
aspects of the peace process and its develop-
ments. In this regard, I would like to express
my deep satisfaction with the fact that our views
were identical regarding the importance of
achieving a comprehensive peace on the basis
of Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338
and the principle of land for peace and that
the solution we seek has to be just in order
to be stable and lasting.

I have reaffirmed to President Clinton the
continued commitment of Syria to the peace
process and her serious pursuit of a comprehen-
sive and just peace as a strategic choice that
secures Arab rights, ends the Israeli occupation
of the Arab land in conformity of the Security
Council Resolutions 242, 338, and 425, and en-
ables all peoples of the region to live in peace,
security, and dignity.

I also stressed to President Clinton—ema-
nating from the principle, full withdrawal for
full peace, I stressed to President Clinton the
readiness of Syria to commit itself to the objec-
tive requirements of peace through the estab-
lishment of peaceful, normal relations with
Israel in return for Israel’s full withdrawal from
the Golan to the line of June 4, 1967, and
from the south of Lebanon.

In this context, the statement of President
Clinton on the eve of his trip to the region
asserting that no comprehensive peace can be
achieved in the region without Syria is a realistic
expression that reflects an international con-
sensus regarding this fact. Our nation has sac-
rificed hundreds of thousands of martyrs, not
out of love for war or fighting but in defense
of its rights, dignity, and land. That’s why we
aspire today to transform the region from a state
of war to a state of peace: a peace that renders
to each party its rights, ends occupation, saves
the blood of the innocent, and preserves man’s
dignity; a peace that prevails throughout the re-
gion and enables its peoples, both Arabs and
Israelis, to live in security, stability, and pros-
perity.

Finally, I would like to convey greetings to
the American people through President Clinton
and to thank President Clinton for his personal
efforts and the efforts of his aides. I would
like to express my readiness to work with him
for achieving a real, comprehensive, and just
peace in the region.

Thank you.
President Clinton. I am glad to have had the

opportunity to stop in Syria to meet with Presi-
dent Asad. After yesterday’s signing of the peace
treaty between Israel and Jordan, I came to
Damascus today to continue working for our
common goal of peace in the Middle East.

During our meeting this morning, President
Asad and I affirmed our common commitment
to that goal and want to accelerate progress
toward our objective. Yesterday’s signing rep-
resents an important step forward. But our job
will not be done and we will not rest until
peace agreements between Israel and Syria and
Israel and Lebanon are achieved.

A Syrian-Israeli agreement is key to achieving
a comprehensive peace. Given Syria’s important
regional role, it will inevitably broaden the circle
of Arab States willing to embrace peace. And
it will build confidence throughout the area that
peace will endure.

My talks here with President Asad are a sign
of our mutual determination to achieve a peace
of the brave as quickly as possible. The United
States will do everything possible to help make
that a reality.

For peace to endure, it must also be just.
Peace between Israel and Syria must be based
on United Nations Security Council Resolutions
242 and 338 and the principle of land for peace.
Peace must also be real, more than mere words
on paper, more than just the absence of war.
Nations must establish normal, peaceful rela-
tions.

Peace must also be secure for both sides.
Security for one side should not come at the
expense of the other’s security. Peace must guar-
antee security against surprise attack by any side.
And peace must enable the parties to invest
in economic development, rather than military
might.

All sides must enjoy stability and tranquillity.
Violence must cease. Borders must no longer
be subject to aggression, terrorist infiltration,
violent acts, or bombardment. The murderous
acts of terror that we have witnessed over the
past weeks have two targets: first, innocent peo-
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ple who have been killed and wounded; and
second, the very peace that President Asad sup-
ports. All who work for peace must condemn
these terrorist acts. President Asad and I agree
that the peace process allows no place for the
killing of innocent civilians.

I also told President Asad of my desire to
see the relations between our two nations im-
prove. In an era of peace, improved relations
would benefit both countries and improve re-
gional stability and security.

Finally, I want to tell the Syrian people how
very glad I am to have the opportunity to visit
your country, if only briefly. Like your neighbors
in Israel, you have waited too long and have
suffered too much to be further denied the hope
for a new and better future.

On behalf of the American people, I pledge
that I will work with President Asad to do every-
thing possible to make real this new and peace-
ful future.

Thank you.

Middle East Peace Process
Q. President Asad, you do seem to hold, in

the minds of many, the key to a comprehensive
peace in the Middle East, and you have now
expressed the bottom line of what will be true
peace in the Middle East. How do you intend
to go about getting it? And how soon will it
occur?

And President Clinton, do you agree that
there should be a full withdrawal of Israeli
troops from the Golan Heights to Lebanon and
Syrian troops from Lebanon to make a real
peace in the Middle East?

President Clinton. I think I answered the
question in my statement. We believe that the
peace between Israel and Syria must be based
upon the United Nations Security Council reso-
lutions. And we made some progress today in
our own talks, the details of which, as you would
expect, I am not free to discuss. But we are
moving forward today, consistent with the
United Nations Security Council resolutions, and
we will continue to do it until we have a peace
that is based on those resolutions.

President Asad. For a long time we’ve been
moving according to a mechanism that pushes
us to achieve the peace process. We are relying
in this, as President Clinton said, on Security
Council resolutions and on different activities
undertaken by all the parties, particularly the
United States of America. We achieved a few

things, and we didn’t achieve other things. We
are going to continue our pursuit in order to
reach there, in this way or in any other more
effective way, in order to achieve peace sooner.

[At this point, a question was asked in Arabic,
but a translation was not provided.]

President Clinton. I didn’t get the translation.
Am I on the wrong channel?

Q. [Inaudible]—security and stability of the
region?

President Clinton. Well, first, as I said, I think
the role of Syria in the security and stability
of the region is absolutely critical. I don’t think
we can finish a comprehensive peace or main-
tain peace in the region unless there is peace
between Syria and Israel. And I think the bene-
fits that would come to the people of both coun-
tries over the next several years are enormous
if such a peace can be achieved.

My view of President Asad, based on our
two meetings and our many conversations over
the telephone and his constant willingness to
receive the Secretary of State and other rep-
resentatives of the United States, is that he is
committed to achieving a peace. He is clearly
a very effective and determined advocate for
the interests of his country and its people. But
I believe he wants peace, and I believe we will
achieve it.

Q. President Asad, the majority of the Israeli
public, according to the polls, does not believe
it is physically safe to give up the Golan Heights.
This mistrust has been added by the fact that
you haven’t visited Israel; you haven’t met with
Mr. Rabin; there’s no direct talks; you haven’t
spelled out the exact terms of peace; your sup-
port for 10 rejectionist groups in Damascus and
Hezbollah. All this taken together, sir, I want
to know what assurance can you give the Israeli
public—now that you are able to address them
through this press conference, they could hear
you—what assurance can you give them that
withdrawal will indeed lead to true peace and
not to the next war? Thank you very much.

President Asad. The concern of any country
in the world about its security does not justify
for that particular country to preserve the lands
of other states, of other countries. And countries
which fought throughout history did not put
conditions for achieving peace that one party
should visit the other or should not visit the
other.
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The issue is not concerning rhetorical or for-
mal issues, not with a visit. There are people
who visited Israel before, but he himself com-
plained—when he was in office, he complained
and went on for a long time before being able
to reach a peace agreement with Israel.

The important point is that the assumptions
or the attempts to confine the peace process
to small things, to formal things concerning the
visit of one party to the other, or that one of
us is concerned about security and that he
should arrive there or we should take them
there—to be secure and not to have any concern
from anything—this was never there in reality
or in books.

There’s nothing we have that proves our de-
sire for peace except our saying that we want
peace. And anyone who does not believe what
we are saying, he would have no other way
for peace. It would be him who doesn’t want
peace.

What also makes us believe that they want
peace? We have many proofs which we have
against them that they do not want peace and
not us who don’t want peace. Such matters to
a certain extent were the subject of discussion
and contemplation between me and President
Clinton, and we are both convinced, as I be-
lieve, we are convinced that the United States
is serious in pushing the peace process forward.

And as I’ve heard from President Clinton,
he has proved that we are serious. Why the
others are not convinced that we are serious—
although I heard statements from Israeli officials
which say that Syria is serious in the peace
process—and probably what I remember is that
Rabin was in the front, he was in the front
of those people who said a short while ago that
Syria is serious in wanting peace. And I hope
I remember quite well, I hope my memory is
accurate in this. I heard him saying and assert-
ing that Syria is serious in the peace process.
So of whom is he afraid?

Q. Mr. President, in your speech today you
emphasized the significance of security for both
sides, i.e., Syria and Israel. On numerous occa-
sions, Israeli leaders have sought preferential
and rather advantageous security arrangements
as a precondition for any peace pact with Syria.
It’s common knowledge that Israel possesses a
huge arsenal of both conventional and mass de-
struction weapons, refuses to sign the nuclear
arms nonproliferation treaty. How do you ex-
plain your endorsement of any future package

of security arrangements in view of Israel’s il-
logical and unacceptable precondition?

President Clinton. Well, first of all, I don’t
have to explain it because there won’t be a
peace agreement until both sides agree on secu-
rity measures. And these are measures that to
some extent are objective and to some extent
are based on intuition, the feeling about what
the possible future threats to Syria and to Israel
are. But the United States has absolutely no
hesitation in facilitating an open and straight-
forward exchange on those issues. Both sides
will have to be satisfied that their security needs
are met. And it’s been my experience that coun-
tries, and particularly their leaders, are the best
judge of what those security requirements are.

I don’t believe for a moment that President
Asad or Prime Minister Rabin would agree to
a peace that would undermine the security of
either nation. I think both of them will feel
that they’re more safe after the agreement rath-
er than less safe. And that, to me, is the ultimate
answer to this question.

Q. Mr. President, Secretary Christopher said
that leaders, Presidents like yourself, are capable
of bold moves that negotiators and diplomats
aren’t able to make. Can you tell us, were there
any bold moves made today that you can report
in terms of agreements on the Golan Heights
or peace or terms of security?

President Clinton. Well, let me restate what
I said earlier. First of all, I respect and I wel-
come the statement that President Asad has
made here today, which goes beyond, in my
judgment, the public diplomacy initiatives which
have been made in the past. And I think that
that statement should be reassuring to the peo-
ple of Israel and should encourage more dialog
and a greater willingness to pursue the peace
process.

Secondly, in our private discussions there was
some progress made, the details of which I will
not and I should not discuss at this time. But
we are moving forward. I will obviously see
Prime Minister Rabin. We will have a frank
and open discussion, as we always do, and we’ll
do what we can to keep moving forward.

Q. Mr. President Clinton, I have a question
for you please. On numerous occasions the
United States has stressed commitment to
Israel’s security and has provided Israel with
all forms of financial and military support. How
would you, Mr. President, reconcile your role
as an honest intermediary in the peace process
and
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your different way of dealing with Syria, which
since the outset of the peace process has con-
firmed her seriousness and positive attitude to
make the process successful?

President Clinton. The commitment of the
United States to the security of Israel is some-
thing that goes back a long way, is of long
standing, and is a given as a part of our foreign
policy. I think that, notwithstanding that com-
mitment, President Asad and all others in the
Middle East who have dealt with us in this
peace process would say that we have done our
best, not just me but especially the Secretary
of State, Mr. Ross, and others, to be an honest
intermediary, to carry the legitimate concerns
of the various parties, to try to help them make
peace.

I would say to you, if I might, what I said
in the previous answer: This peace agreement
will never occur unless Israel and Syria sign
with the absolute conviction that they will be
more secure for signing it, not less secure. So
whatever the details of the ultimate security ar-
rangement are in this peace treaty, if it is signed
by the leaders of both countries it will only
be because they are both convinced that they
will be safer after they sign than they are before.
And we will support that in any reasonable way
that we can.

Q. President Asad, President Clinton referred
to terrorism earlier. As you are aware, the
United States keeps Syria on its lists of countries
that sponsor terrorism. Did you in this discus-
sion promise not to sponsor terrorism anymore?
Did you acknowledge that you, in fact, do? And
can you tell us what the Syrian view is of ter-
rorist activities?

President Asad. We did not discuss terrorism
as a separate title. And the context of our discus-
sions mentioned some of the examples of the
discussions which took place between me and
some of the senior American officials, these dis-
cussions which are related to accusing Syria of
supporting terrorism. I said in these discussions
to the American senior official, whom I asked
then to mention for me one incident in which
Syria has committed a terrorist action, and he
was helpless. He was not able to mention one
single incident in which Syria supported ter-
rorism.

Terrorism—but as it is known, the problem
of terrorism is an accusation, allegation because
of the conflict between us and Syria. This is
a fact. None of you, in my opinion, neither

an Arab nor an American, who doesn’t know
that the reason for accusing Syria of terrorism—
it’s not because that Syrians and those who are
in Syria are practicing terrorism but for reasons
which are related to our stand regarding Israel.
That’s why this accusation went on for a very
long time. And regardless of the desire of many
people, both in Syria and the United States,
at different times to solve this problem, we did
not reach until now such a solution.

But at any rate, this was not one of the topics
on the agenda in my discussion with President
Clinton, and we are discussing what is more
important. And our concern and focus was on
the peace process.

If the time allows, I would have asked all
of you, does any one of you have anything that
proves that Syria has done a single terrorist act.
But I don’t want this to be a question to you
because time does not allow such a question.

President Clinton. I’ll make two points. First
of all, in our meeting I said, and I believe Presi-
dent Asad agrees, that if we are going to have
peace in the region and a peace agreement is
made, then supporting those who try to under-
mine a peace that is made is inconsistent with
that, particularly if they try to undermine it with
terrorist tactics.

Secondly, we do not, we cannot, and we will
not support the killing of innocent civilians. And
President Asad has said repeatedly and said to
me in our meeting today that he thought that
was wrong as well, wherever it occurred, wheth-
er in the bus incident or in Hebron. So we
did discuss it in that context.

I am here because I believe strongly that the
best way to bring an end to terrorism in this
part of the world is to achieve a comprehensive
peace. And I believe we should keep working
at it until we get the job done.

Q. President Clinton, you said many times
that achieving a progress on the Syrian track
is the basis for achieving a just and comprehen-
sive peace in the region. And incidents have
shown that the stalemate in this track now is
caused by the rejection of Israel to fully with-
draw from the Golan and from the south of
Lebanon. Do you believe, Mr. President, that
it is possible to overcome this obstacle during
this visit of yours to Syria? Thank you.

President Clinton. No, I don’t believe we’ll
announce a peace treaty on this visit. I don’t
believe we will finish the job on this visit. I
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do know we have made some progress here,
and I expect to make some progress in Israel.

I believe, and I have told all the parties in
the Middle East this, that we should build on
what has happened and try to accelerate this
peace process, not slow it down.

The people of Israel have been shaken by
the incidents in the last couple of weeks. But
I also think they must have been lifted up by
the signing yesterday with Jordan. And they also
should have been encouraged by President
Asad’s speech to the Parliament, by Foreign
Minister Shara’s interview on Israeli television,

by the statement President Asad made here
today.

So no, I wish we were signing a peace treaty
on this trip. We won’t do it, but we are making
progress.

Thank you.

NOTE: The President’s 76th news conference
began at 12:55 p.m. in the Great Hall at the Presi-
dential Palace. In his remarks, President Clinton
referred to Dennis B. Ross, Special Middle East
Coordinator, and Foreign Minister Farouk al-
Shara of Syria. President Asad spoke in Arabic,
and his remarks were translated by an interpreter.

Letter to Congressional Leaders Reporting on Iraq’s Compliance With
United Nations Security Council Resolutions
October 27, 1994

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)
Consistent with the Authorization for Use of

Military Force Against Iraq Resolution (Public
Law 102–1), and as part of my effort to keep
the Congress fully informed, I am reporting on
the status of efforts to obtain Iraq’s compliance
with the resolutions adopted by the U.N. Secu-
rity Council.

In light of the crisis on the Iraqi-Kuwaiti bor-
der that began in early October, this report be-
gins with a brief account of the Iraqi provo-
cation and U.S. responses through the U.N. Se-
curity Council vote of October 15. Subsequent
developments in this crisis will be covered in
the next report.

Iraq’s recent behavior with respect to Kuwait
has shown the world that it has not changed
its threatening ways and cannot be trusted. In
early October 1994, elements of the Hammurabi
Division of the elite Iraqi Republican Guard
were detected relocating to positions at Shaihah
airfield in southern Iraq. This was the southern
most deployment of Republican Guard forces
since the 1990–1991 Gulf War. By October 8,
the 15th Mechanized Brigade of the Hammurabi
Division had deployed to approximately 20 kilo-
meters from the Kuwait border. Its artillery as-
sets were oriented south toward Kuwait. At the
same time, the Al Nida Division of the Repub-
lican Guard began moving from the Mosul rail
yard and the Baghdad area to positions in south-

ern Iraq. All these units were fully equipped
with ammunition, food, and fuel, leading us to
conclude that this was no mere exercise.

By October 8, these troop movements, com-
bined with forces already in southern Iraq,
brought Iraqi troop strength in southern Iraq
to 64,000, organized into 8 divisions. By October
9, indications were present that logistic sites
were being established in the vicinity of these
deployments. Iraqi movements to the south con-
tinued, and by October 11, it was assessed that
Iraq would be capable of launching an attack
by October 13.

This provocation required a strong response.
Accordingly, on October 8, 1994, I ordered the
immediate deployment of additional U.S. mili-
tary forces to the Persian Gulf. These deploy-
ments included the USS George Washington
Carrier Battle Group and its accompanying
cruise missile ships, a U.S. Marine Corps Expe-
ditionary Unit, a U.S. Army Mechanized Task
Force, and personnel to operate two additional
Patriot missile batteries. On October 10, I fur-
ther ordered the deployment of over 500 U.S.
Air Force and Marine Corps combat and sup-
porting aircraft to the region.

In response to these measures, the Iraqi gov-
ernment began ordering its forces to move to
positions in the rear, around Nasariyah and
Qalat Salih, north of Basra, but still within sev-
eral hours of the Kuwaiti border. Had these
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